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it'is important that the development of map and compass skills shouldA
start in the elefnentary school and continue through. the secomdary
level . This article Presents a series of activities ,that can be used,
to develop map ahd. cbmpass skills i,r1 the elementaryHgrades. -IncTUded

. in this-article are activities based around the ,classrobm, 'SChoolyarci,
'or in a local park. Most of the activities can be modified to meet
the needs of a particular teacher Or class and sources :are given .for,,
additional games and instructioaal .aids.

-Symbol 'Game

Understarfding map symbols is. an. importarir aspect in the dqvel opment .of- map

skills., The "Symbol- Game ls-an activity designed to- faMiliarize- students
,with some of tile dommon synibols used on topOgraphic Maps. Ttle procedure. for ,

i"the game.is relatively Simple. The teaOler must.first deOde wh;ch'sybibols

are to be. learned.. The next step ls, to' find a tOpographic.map with thosesym-
bols .on it;- then oUtlilie eaCh symOol on -the map and place a. nuMber next-to

the symbol.

,

MAP ACTIVITIES.

, a0
The class next divided intd groOs or teams of five-dr six stlidents.

master map for: eaCh group wi th the dutl tried .symbols. is placed on the Wan at
one side of the classroom. The first student in 'each team goes to the,master

map and. fin4' the 'symbol numbered one.. ,Thq:student must determine 'what the

symbol is anti then return to the. tearn and write down the, name of the symbbl
-.After tHe%first student ts finiShecithe. 'next student goes. to the master map
and#determines what, the number ptwo symbol and then returns_to the team..','

6.0 This proCess 'is continued until _all the -symboTs have been centativel'y identi,

o
.

fi ed.. The winnin.g team i s, the. one .wh i ch fi ni shes the. acti vi ty in the fastest%

time-and is the' most accui-ate., ,

(1)

'2
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Classroom Map

A classrooni map can be an interesting, .informative, and eay first step An the
process of familiarizing stUdents with maps. Although Ihe.map can be drawn by
the instructor and .presenteeto. the tudent, it is more' effective to have-the .

students draw the map.
. .

#

Give each student a sheet of paper that is Rot larger than .the writing surface'
the student will use .as,Well as a ruler and possibly a. tape-measure. If 'the

tpther deems .ft worthwhi le, "have the. sheet represent Oe classroom by having
the edge bf the paper reOresent,the .actual Outline of the classroom. If'the
paper is not an exaCt representation, have the students outline the cTassroom
pn the paper using a ruler. A stale. can be developed by using the tape neasure
or by ,pacing the distance. Draw a north line somewhere on the map. An inter- -

esting di scussie- can 'deYel op 'between: the- students' and the instructor zs they
try to determine. how such a di recti on can-. be .plotted. Some . ideas that have been
discussed are (1) the- ocation of the sun rising zng setting and the linedrawn!
betWeeh these two poin.s, whigriis. di vided by a. perpendicular,line, whicepoints
north ,\ (4 using the north star, PoLaris-, (3) the location of the greatett' amount
of moss on the north-.side of treeS,-(4) a.tompass , although 'it .should be' stated
that\ this.line may be.far from.true: north (5) by using a Map bf-the surroUnding
area that is oriented with the classroom, or (0 at noon, not Daylight Savings
Ti-me,° the sun js drrectiy south.

Next draW in any, irregularities along the-mdlls such as' bookshelves, wall cabi.-. -
nets, Aoors, and windows. .Then 'draw:the_ fOrniture which 'is located 'against 'the,
walls ,and finally the other 'funiture in the center of the room.

Locationt on-the map can be identified, tpy'itiriting the names.:of stUdents. in _their: 1
seating area, identifying the instructOr's deSk., and,nafning the-furniture.-

Have the students orient the map, us. ing the. north. line. The location of all ob-
jects on the map ShoUldThe able to be exactly located by looking .at the Map-and
then, loOking in the direction indicateA by the map.

Another exercise for basic map understanding involves usihg clay, wood, or paper%,.
to develop a three-dimensional model. 064e classroom or the schbolyard._ The
same general. directions ascAn developing the classroom map are used. However,

,the'student must think of the vertical dimensions 'as well as the horizontal di-
rections: ThenefOre, the, heigh(of objects must also be measured. Clay, soft .

wood, or stiff paper-and' glue will be needed., It 1,,s suggested that wood be used t
only if the students are 61d enough to use caiwingrtools or the-teacher prepares'
the objects' before hand., If students map the schoolYard, this exercise can be \
used to iriitiate the use of compass methods because the larger area Will be dif='-
ficult to measure with- a tape measure and eye, sighting.

,

Imaginary Island Map
.

-
.

.

The objective of the "Imaginary .Island Map"" is to, have each student create his
'or her oWn map of an imaginary island. The students should .be encourwed to use
symbols they have learned and incorporate those symbols'into the map. The stu- .

dents should be given much freedom in the creation.of their island map. and, if 40
necessary,.they, should develop new synbols.

.. ..



, This activity can be as simplified or as coMPlicated as the studentsi:abili--
ties. For examplethe more advanced students-might be able to. draw.contour ,

lines on their snap or may be able to make the MO at a certaimscale. ThoseV;
students with less skill will hi've a much,simpler map. After each student h8\
completed his or her map they' can exchange maps and try to figure out .each

others map..
t,.

'Map-Quarter Exercise

This is -a sjmbleacti.v.ity _but it is .extremely effecti ve in deve,loping the con-
cepts of scale and symbolizat4on. ; A large ,picture is divided into four quarters..
Each quarter is outlined and numbered. The students are then divided into i.four
groups. Each group must take a specified" quarter Of the picture and draw a map

`-of it. It is IMportent to Separate all the students to ,make. sure theyon't see
° What the otter students in. the class are drawing. The students .can use .crayans,

pens, pencils and Ony size piece Of paper: he or she chooses. When..the stUdents
are all finished each muSt-find three other students .who have done the other
three quarters. 6

,

,<94
The results of this match-4 a-re very interesting and'often f\unny. 8tudentS
Will not all use .the same symtibls and a comparison and disssion of,,.the sYmbols
used is usually a very-rewarding( experience. ',Different SCales, will also 4e used
and thus afford the Opportunity for 'an interesting_discussion of,theconcept of

,

1

,Carldboaed,BoxPlane Table Exercise *

A plane f.able is a 'mapping instrument that is used when a compass or more sophis-
ticated_surveying equipment is not available. A plan& table is usually ,yery ex-
pensive'but:-by using two cardboard 'boxes a useful plane table can be consitructed..,
Besides- the boxeS, unlined paper, a 12 inch ruler,emap tacks, masking tape, and

a penci'l with an. eraser will be needed.
B

Attach the two boxes together, The siLe of, the boxes will be' determtned by the
height of.- the persons usAng the ffnisned plane table. Tire top of the instrument
should be about' cheSt height.. Tape a sheet of unlined paper to the ,top of the c,

plarce table. Push two* map tacks into_ the .12 inch ruler, each the same distance
from .either end. The ruler will be used as a sighting"guide. Mapping can noW
begin.

Determine the area tobe mapped and find two objects which are the farthest
apart and will be on thg map. PTace.the plane table near one of these-objecLs
and drive .a stake into the, ground '(Station 1, Fig. 1) 'next to and.behind'tbe,.
plane table. Leave the plane table and.walk tcl----WaTi-tthat is near the edg
of the 'drea being mapped and dri ve .in another 'Stake (Sta$ion. 2 Fig. 1 ).. Meas-
ure the distance' froM stake.to stake. This oan be done lay. pacing. or actually.
measuring the distance with ,a me.asuring chain ar string which can then be meas-.-
ured by a ruler. This is the only riieasu'rement needed dUring the- drawing of the.,
pap (Table 1). "Pitk a point on the paper whi.ch can be used as a-starting point
Care must be taken SO that the.point.will aTlow the rest of the Map .pOints to
be .placed on the map. Mark the starting point with a, Pin and 'Place the edge of
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Table

Using a.paper 8" wide, the following
scales and distances wil,1 develop:

Scal e

4 1" = IOW ,
0

= 80'
1" = 60'
1" = 40'
.1".= 20'

Width of Map

800'

640'

4801.,

320:

160'

the sight ruler against the pin. Sight 'along the ruler,.over.the pins, so
that the tops of the.sight ruler:s two pins, are lined up with Station 2. Make

'sure the ruler stays against the pin and does not move as. a' 1 ine is drawn fi-om
Station 1 toward Statian 2.

. -
After.drawing this line it is, time to start locating other features to be in-
cluded on the map. Aim at each feature by sighting along the ruler <and lining
the map pins.up with the featUicAYMake sure fthe plane table doeS not move!
Draw a 'line frOm Station 1 toward he -feature along the full length' of the
ruler, making sure the rbler does not move. Near the end of the line write the
name of the appropriate _feature (Fig. 1)

Change the 1ocate-16h of the plane tableto Station 2. By psing te measured dis,-
tance from Station 1 to Station' 2 place a,pin on the paper map at-the' locat,ion-
of Station 2. Place the 'ruler against this p.m and.orient the plane table so

, the rifler lies exactly along the line extending .bacCto Station 1. 'Be careful
-not to,rriova the ruler-from thvp.in nor the plane 'table from_this orientation.
Sight along the ruler. and line up the pins with each feature "You tare including .

on the map. -Draw- a line along the 'ruler' toward,each feature.. This ;line Will
cross the line extending from.Station- 1 to the 'feature. Where the two lines
cross is, the locatfon of -the feature on-th,e 'map (Fig. 1). Each feature can,be ,

located in this man'ner. ff other stations are, necessary, the sane sequence of
. development, is used. °

By using this methoid. a map of a s,chool,Ar , clasS'room, .and environmental/ or re-.
creational area. can be developed.

,

Nature Trail Development ,
.

1

, -
, v .

_ .. .

One way to use the mapping arid compass skills learned to this poillt 'is to have
the students _develop a nature trail in the area, surrounding the school'.

The first step is to have the Students, scatter. about the surrounding are'a 'after
,the botin,daries of the project are explained, using a map of the area. The map '1 ,

can be a topograph--it map, a service station map, Or city map 'from a'local.bank

-.
or She Chanber of Commerce.,
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"AS. th'd Students 1iA4 interesting places they car-develop a sketth map. The
locations to be included in. the _nature rail can be sppts hat,the students

-.presently understand or spot§ that they need help with and are interest:kiln.
After the students come back to the school 'all the locations. are placed as

ycldsely as .0ossible at.the correct location on, the map of the area:, s

Ihe next step is to number the,lotations in the possible oder they will be
Visited. Then go, to the staYting point, Perhaps the Main door of the school',
and take a coMpass bearing on the first point. Measure tie distance and with
the direction anq distance known,' pla the first. point exactly on the map. Dis',

,

cuss the importance of the first. point. N. order to .assure 'discussioh. of each
location-flit students should write down the known information about the loca-
tion in one column and questions in.another column. DjscUss both columns;

.

Continue from point to point until the'map is complete. This exercise can alto
be compleIed using the plane table described in the plane table exercise. After-

returning td-the school a discussion qf what topics should be included zt each
point can take pl.a6e. After all points are discussed, a final map can be draWn
and the nature trail information sheet Qan 'be developed: The map and, sheet-
will allow other students to take advantage of the developed nAture trail:

. .

Eat') stop.along the nature trdil.can be identified by a Zinall sign or'plzstic
card. 0

POSITION-AND LOCATION ACITIVITIES
. e

Frequently children are asked -to describe where an object is located. Ansiqers-

to such questions as "Where is your classroom?" or Nhere is your bookr1 re-

quire a description of .0n object's position. The concepts of location and pot4-
tion .P-e central to the development of Map and cOmpass skills.

°

.Usually when specifying the location of an object it is done in relation tO
another object. For example, a student might.-Say that his r'her. classroom is:
next to the cafeteria. The cafeteriaoisthe reference object used to help lo-.

: ...,-.tatethe student's classroom. It .is therefore important to uSe,reference -
':.jeaS that are easy to locate and identify, otherwise they cannot be useful

' guides to the object whbse position is.being described: The lack of useful -ref-

.
erence guides is- one of the reasons it.is difflcult to gir: instructions .for lo-
cating an object taoa person who is not familiar with kparticular area. The
difficulty'.of describing relative positi4n becomes eyen(More difficult when
there -are no obvious:,external reference 'objects. Consider the problem of de-
scribing the position:of a cloud as Seen from an airplane window.

,

The purpose:of-this section is to present activities that can be used to de7
velop the concepts of position and lOcatiorL .Theactivities .should be taught
in sequence to insure maximum-clarity and Ease of teaching. The compass' activ7..
ities haye been' designed around a compass that has a movable protractor dial
.and a jectangujar:baseplate. For teachers unfamiliar with' the tompass it_ is ,
suggested that they. refer to the book Be' Expert With Map and CoMtlass by Bjorn
KjelStroni: This is an easy to underatand book that goes through a Step.by step 41

procedure telative to Compass use..,
4

ci
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Position' Games
.

, ,i,,,

a.._ ,
The 1 ocai..,ion of objects in the N.assroorn.is a:simple activity but i very ruse,
ful in developing location skil ls. For exarnole,, the teacher .Can describe the
position -bf an .object in the classroom. The teacher im' ht say; "The object I

'o
-

want you to locate is in ''front f me' and ,to rily left: t is between my desk. ;

and the .chalkboard and above the Kaste p-aper basket." When first Using this
activi.ty it is important to give a défai led. and accUrate description With sev7
eral reference objectS so as to .discoUrage guessing by the students on the ba-:
sis of incomplete information. After a few detailed descrfptions the teacher,
shmild 'then give desCriptions that would fit several objects to i-ll 4tr-ate the :

di ffi cul ties encountered when one is given such descrliptions. After this there
can be a discussion of what is r^eded in order to be kore A5i-eci se. For a fur-
ther' variation 'of this game, the ,adher can have the students ti3ke tam, de-

. scribing ,the position of objects in the room.
, .

....

% J : .

Another aCtivity useful in developing location skillh is the "DetectiNie Lame".
In this game a st6dent is asked to leave the room; he or' she is the detective..

After this, Student 1 eaVel fhe froorn, the class selects a mystery ebject some-
where in t*,,-room. Whent,the "Detective" returns to the room, .he or ihe has to
identify therilystery object. Each question can only be answered with a "Yes"
or "Po".. FOr example, th,e "Detective" might 'ask,. "Is it near the b.00kshelf?"
or "Is the\ niystery object below the windowSilli"

,. A variation, jof the above activities can inel ude the use of a pap instead of
the clasS'room. Ari object tan be located on a map. For example, a map of the '

-school -may be used and the teacher can saY, "I. want'y u to locate a room. across
the hal 1__*oM the auditorium and next to the gymnasium " The "Detecti've" ha
to...find an abject or .p4,j3t on the map- and everyone in 't e class has a copy of .

the map and Can answer the "Detecti4g's" questions with either "Yes" or "No".
-

Point Journey Game

. ,

The, object of the game is to' draw a path from a starting point to h finish by
following the directiOns,made avtilable by 'the instructor. An exaMpl e game is' ,
illustrated in Figure 2. Directions Other than those used
easily develd-ped by the instructor.

This activity can be developed into a competitive event. b

Figure 2 can be

aving the\ children
all sNrt at the same time. The winners are determined by the' fastest ,comple-
tions of the .journeyowithout error.-
An excel l,ent variation' of the Point. JourneY i-s the art game- whi chalSo.-devel ops
directi:on and distdrice abilities. By following the available directiOns'-,. the
-student will *draw a 'picture.

As with thePoint Joutey, -the :instructor can develop di fferent. di rectiOns. 'so
the- Studrrits:' drawings. can be, of different designs and. pictUrs.' To develop ,
new di recti ons., pl a ce'a piece f grid pattern-tracingpaper :over' the -pi tture
to be drawn'. .Tr'ate the pictUr:6, on tha, grid tracingkpape\r and then,' starting
at .an appropriate _point, deVOop trie necesSary,directions and. distances for each
instruction, ,,An example 'of this acti'vity'is illustrated in Figure 3...

8
'71
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For further information on the development of location and position,concepts,
the Science Curriculum ImprovemeRt. Study (SCIS) project h'it .developed a unit
entitled "Relative Position and Motion" that,has been published by Rand McNally.

Hunt the Penny

. This is-a-s impi eri-be used to deire lop the students ' abi 1 ity to
set bearing on a compass and then follow the selected bearings'. This activity
focuses only on compass skills and doesn't involve distance or map skills: To,
start the.game the student selects a spot in a school yard or open field and .

then marks that spot with an object (notebook, quarter, penny, etc.). The ob-
ject of the game is to start at the marked spot nd after following a triangu-
lar course return to the marked spot" (Fig. 4). For, example, the student starts
with a bearing' of 26 degrees. After walking a specified number of paces (lad-
able) the student st.Dps- and adds 120 degrees to the'originaT bearing, thus the .

new direction (14.6 'degrees) and stops again.' At this point another 120 degrees
are added and a 'new bearing (266 degrees) is taken. This' new bearing should

- 'lead the student back to the original marker. Many varieties of this game can °

be developed. FOr_example, by 'adding 90 degrees on each bf four- legs,. a square
is described. As more legs are added the game gets pore compleX (Fig. 4).

Schoolyard Compass Game
,

,:

Thi s game . can be pl ay ied n any open area such as a football fi el d, park , gym-.

. .

nasium or ,schoolyard.' The s.tudent must be able to' set and follow a compass
'bearing fh drder to -play. Eight ab:eled markers .are plaCed around a large,

- circle and labeled I, 0, U, L; Z, E, A; and P. An unlabtled marker is placed./, .

An the Center of -the circle LFig. 5). The radius of the course may be' changed ,

.to suit 'either theavailable space or the, number of players partici.pating in
th.e game. Setting bp the game in a wooded area, with' stream; rocks , and pushes
will make. the .game more interesting and challenging. .

.. 11

The participant in the gam receives an instruction card that indicatesthe
Starting position as well.as bearings which direct him or her,around the course ,
from marker to marker (Fig. 6). The player .copies down the letter on each mar-.

-. ker along the route .and, at the finish.a six-letter code is produced. This code
is,checked againSt an' answer.,sheet and if the:student player followed...the .cor.,-
rect bearings,.the code should be the same as* the' one on the,answer sheet:
This, is a relatively simple game to §et uNnd play; ,,however, the teacher may
wish to purchase instructions and score card-s) from the Silva Company, 2456.Stae -.

Rd._,39N-,--La Porte, Indiana 46350.
11

on

.Treasure 'Hunt ----s. . - , __..- .

Most studerkts enjby a trErisure hunt, bilt rathe'r than-just -1 eaVing the finding
of thet priles to luck and a-search, map and compaAs skills Can be developed .

through, the fol 1 owi ng exercise. I
The instruCtor MuSt first develop a list Of directions. Start at a ,pOint and
'take a bearing dri the 'location wtieresa prize will be placed. Pace off the
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'distance So the correct `distance can be included in the directiOns. From the
prize 1 ocation take a bearing on another prize_ 1 ocapiori, pace off the distance
and continue the development of the instructions in the selnemay until all the
prizes are_ hidden.' . /

.14

Th'ere can 'be many variations of the'game: Students can either start at the
sfame point or at different, point- if tobr'se the latter mdthod takes much

-longerrtO lay out. Another met to start all the' students onsathe same
first bearing, give each chi' a L aly different bearing for the second
prize, and then 'make the th-, le same for all the students.: The vari-
ety orchanges from this point ,:ndless. These variations are especially
appropriate for a class with children Of greatly different 07-V1i-ties since it
allows all childreri to succeed and, earn a prize.,

Compass Baseball

Anbtkr_ competition is Compass Basebal 1 . The regular rules of basebal 1 "are
Used With one exception; each fielder and each runner musts.take a bearing be-
fore.throwing or running., An example follows: the batter hits a ground ball
to the shortstop. Immediately the batter-takes a bearing'on-the location of
the shortstop. and the ball The batter calls out the bearing to ,the umpire
who has qlso taken the.same bearing-. If ithe batter's directi.on s Correct, .
the umpire tells the batter to run. ,Whileithe above is occurring the shortstop .

takes a bearing on_firstbase and .upon dete`rmilning,the Correct bearing calls it
out to:-the-.Umpire, either the third or second/' base umpire, who has also been
taking the, bearing.' Ifthe ,shortStop is csli-ect, the umpire tells the player
to throw., Naturally', there, must be some eway'.in the. amount of error allowed
in the. bearing 'determinatiOnt . This woul d need to .be determined. before -the-
start of the game and would depend on the ability of the plaYers. Because of
the 'time it takes to play this variety of basebal 1 y threc innings is normally,
the length of the game.,

6RIEN1EERING

The ability to integrate map and compass, skills can easily be developed through
the sport of Orierkteering. A national., mass participation sport in Sweden,
where it is a'compulsorye subject in the schools, Orienteering is,exciting, stim-
ulatirig; and a great develop.er of mind and body coordination.

Orienteering it-a walking road rally where 'each participant makes his or her ,

way from one indicated point on a topographic map to another, combining judgment
and skill in map reading, use of' the compass, recognition of landmarks, and
the ability to move, cross-country.. It provides an opportUnity for the elemen-
tary s'chool" teacher to develop ihap and compaSs skills aS well as, being an en-
joyable and' health-N.1 actiVity, for .children.i,
Advanced Orienteering studehts havrto be famtliar with many aspects of mapr'
'reading including symbols, Stale, slirection, 'declination, orientation, and -have a
thorough knowledge of contour lines. For Younger children or children with few
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map skills, ,simple forms of Orienteering can be used whereas more advanced
students can participate in more sophtsticated activities.

Classroom Orienteering,

The simplest and easiestOrienteering activity involves the use of the class-
room. The teacher, with the' use of an overhea projectortAnd a piece of clear
plastic and a grease pen,i1, a map of the classro' This map should in-
cl Ude the 'desks i, .-11 as the chalkboard, 1, icher's desk, windows
and other. distingu. (Fig.-.7).

After the map has been drawn and the students become familiar with the Map and,
its relationship to the actual layout lof the' room, the tetcher should draw cir-.
cles on the map__indicating selected points in the room. For example, ,somc oV
these .points might `tnclude the corner of a desk, a doorway, a windowsills, or a 4

coIner of the room (Fig. 7). -These circles become the basis for the classroom

OrienteePing activity-.

Before `the,.`t Class starts ors-When, the students are out of the "'room, the teacher
tapes 'a small numeral or letter it-the points designated on the map, preferably
in places where the students will-not Pe able to r;adilY see them. Thiis, after
the teacher fintshes the map on the overhead projector .and ollts on the appropri-
Ate circles, the class is divided. into pairs and each pair ist find in the class-
room the de-i gnated points on :the map 'add the .appropri ate 1 ters . The pair
thatfinds all Of la letters fastet can b'e the winner co--. make the game less

competitive, after I the letter-, are found the pair of -ts have to make
a word phrase from t-e :letters, Therefbre the "winner" is I) necessarily the
pair that finds th, etters the fastest., but is the pair-tb?- -igures out the
word or phrase ,,he ',,xickest. For example, in Figure 7.the ford is HISTORY.'
In order .to make t',e game a little more difftcult and chill( sing for the more'
advanced classes, the transparency map, can bp rotated on tilt overhead rprojector
sp it\ not oriented with the actual Classroom. The students, therefore, al-
ways have toorient-themselves with the map and the classroom. If riumbers are
'used instead Of letters the kinriers, can b'e the pair that Adds them up_or per-
-forms some other mathémati cal function -the fastest .

,

Schoolyard Orienteering

The schoolYard Orientedring activity is siMilar to Classroom Orilenteering, but
instead of using V classroom the sciroolyard is Use.a. Arplui map of the schOol-
yard is drawn on !itto master and ea:ch student or pair of students get§ a map.
The map haS circI ndicating.specific points in the schoolyard. At each of
these designatec a.letter or number is' taped or fastened to an object'
such as the corne fa building, a fence, a tree, ete.

As in the. classroom Orienteering activity, the object of the game is to go to
all the points..in the schoolyard designated on the map with a circle and cppy
down the letter ornumber. The students can go to the points in a random order

o.in a designated order. In order to- be proficient at. this actiVity, ,the stu-
dent must be able to read the -map accurately and always keep it oriented so fea
tures, in the landscaPe 'are oriented with the map. Route selection Is also impor-
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.
,tant in that the,quickests route between two points may not ,be the straight'

line choice. The student must discern1this from the .map and select0 the best
route. Thus, the student in4-the best physical conditiOn will not always be
the winner. Of course, the(actiVity Can be 'done-without any competition among
participants if the teacher so desirest. Similar to the classroom activity,
the letters foUnd it .the designffted pointS could be put together to sPell a
word or phrase,

Route Orienteering

Route Orienteerin,g can take place around a school or in a park or somewhat open
area. A course is marked out on the ground with colored streamers or markers.
The course 'should be set up. so the route can be seen and followed easily by the
participants. A, nuntier of control markers with letters or numbers are placed
along the route. When the participant comes across one of these Iiiarkers along
the route he or;she must !nark on the Map exactly where the-marker is located'.
The length of the course can depend on the map ability and physical condition
of the students. .

This type of Orienteering course, 'should pass through as 'many fixed or easily
recognized points as possible, such as: bit ltOps, path or road jahctionS, streams,
lake's, etc. Thi.s givet the ifiarticipant a chance: to re-confirm his or her posi-
tion on the map. The game.carc be made Competitive b-y haVing the students com-
plete the route as* quickly as possible. Penalty Pbints can be assessed for any -

error in ,estimating ,the positton of- the various corr,trol markers passed en rdute.
For'axa4le, three minutes Could be added to eaCh.participant's time for eyery
1 cm. error in the placing df a dot ,i,ndicating the poisition df the contrctl marker. ,

` Cross-Country Orienteering

, Crosslcot.intry Orienteering is the most interesting and' most competitiva of Orien-
teerinrg:1-eyents. It involves skill in reading topographic maps and in the use of °

the compaSs. Competitors leaves' a starting area at one-minute intervals and have
to find,theirmay to a siiries..of control...markers. .1 The position of the control

. Markers are indicated on a map given, to eatch participant prior.to,their leafing
the starting area. ,The Order in which the control markers must be yisited is
designated and the Winner bis the participant that "circulates around the course the
faStest.

e.
.

The Control marker.is a flag o'r marker of some kind with a-letter or number'
attached. When the parfitipant reaches a .control marker he or she marks down'

, the,.letter ornumber on a scorecard. In some Cases a pUnch is use'd to mark the
s(corecard. Cross=coUntry, Orienteering .invol ves the application of many map and

compass skills with the, critical conceptioing that of selecting the best route.
The strai t-line route between two 'eontrol ma-kers is-,rarely the,best choice.

it'Many fact rs such as obstacles 1 ike ri vers or swamps , the nature of the ground ,'
cliffs, and an _easier-route not too far away are . important considerations., As
studentsbecoire more familiar with the map and -coMpasS their Orienteering ability
Progresses accordingly. ,, i

Besides the usual. cross-,country Orienteering competition of running,' several
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variations can be used to check the student's map-and compass skills..

An Orienteering, course can be set up and the participant be recjuired tO com-

'plete the course on bicycles. Whether-the bicycles must be used at all times

or whether some check points can be located ,dithout the bicycle would be Up to
the meet organizer who will take into account the difficqty of the terrain 'and

the ability of the .participants. This will esPecial ly be true if the check
points are located 'close .to paths , trails, -and roads.

Another Vari,045ion , to be used by students with :waterabilitjes , tt)e catiut..

swimming Orcefiteering. The competition 'can be completed with check points on
land and the majgrity of the travel by canoes or swimming; however, more un-

usual event, to be used in a smaller area or where check points'cannot be hid-
den along shore very 'easily, is Wtiere. the Markers are:placed' below 'the water.

This method tests compass skills primarily. Betow-surface-markers can,be con-

structed from heavy; duty balloons, rope,:andsa weight (Fig: 8).. The marker is
placed so the wei-ght, which is connected' to the marker by rope, holds the bal- '-

loon below the sUrface. The pore ability:the comPetitors have the deeper the

marker is placed. The competitors can take yeadings from one point to the next

or use the. landscape surrounding the Water area :for beeringi. Rather.than start-

ing the competition by placing the location of the Check points on the map th,e

competitors receive a list of compass bearings. Each competitor will redeive

one of several possible Compass bearings liSts and will have to .go from one to'

the other in order or the bearings will not be usable. This should help with -

the.problem of Just watching where.other competitors are finding markers sand

then duplicating thir progress "the pundh mark on the scorecard Can easily

be checked for errors.'
.

A final type ofQiiteering is designed for competitors-who haVe a physical

disability, in articular, the need for a wheerchair, This competition is the
Sarre as any ,Orienteering meet except that it is run.in a large building and the

maps are of the inskle of the building rather than of the outdoors. Depending

on the ability and:age of the-participants , 'the meet pay be conftned tO one

floor or be .spread`over as many floors or area's as the' competifo s can handl e.

One important point: make the competition. 'challenging but not impOssible. This

is extremely important because these competitors need to succeed, but not be Put

into as'ituation they cannot hoPe-to master.


